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Abstract

The ISO/IEEE 11073 standard for Personal Health Devices (X73PHD) aims to ensure interoperability

between Personal Health Devices and aggregators —e.g. health appliances, routers— in ambulatory setups.

The Integrating the Healthcare Enterprise (IHE) initiative promotes the coordinated use of different stan-

dards in healthcare systems (e.g. Personal/Electronic Health Records, alert managers, Clinical Decision

Support Systems) by defining profiles intended for medical use cases. X73PHD provides a robust syntactic

model and a comprehensive terminology, but it places limited emphasis on security and on interoperability

with IHE-compliant systems and frameworks. However, the implementation of eHealth/mHealth applica-

tions in environments such as health and fitness monitoring, independent living and disease management

(i.e. the X73PHD domains) increasingly requires features such as secure connections to mobile aggregators

—e.g. smartphones, tablets—, the sharing of devices among different users with privacy, and interoper-

ability with certain IHE-compliant healthcare systems. This work proposes a comprehensive IHE-based

X73PHD extension consisting of additive layers adapted to different eHealth/mHealth applications, after

having analyzed the features of X73PHD (especially its built-in security), IHE profiles related with these

applications and other research works. Both the new features proposed for each layer and the procedures to

support them have been carefully chosen to minimize the impact on X73PHD, on its architecture (in terms

of delays and overhead) and on its framework. Such implications are thoroughly analyzed in this paper. As

a result, an extended model of X73PHD is proposed, preserving its essential features while extending them

with added value.
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Operators and Notation

Operators Meaning

[x,y] Concatenate strings x and y

x=y x takes the value of y

x==y Returns the result (true or false) of comparing x and y

x{y} Cipher or decipher string y using key x

f(x,y) Execute function f with parameters x and y

Notation Meaning

X Entity. It could refer to an agent (A), a manager (M), a user
(U), an administrator (Ad) or a manufacturer (Mf)

Ch1 Challenge used by a manager to authenticate an agent

Ch2 Challenge used by an agent to authenticate a manager

h(x) Hash of string x

MK Symmetric master key to derive symmetric session keys (S, SA)

S Symmetric session key for encryption of frames

SA Symmetric session key for authentication of frames

CEX Certificate for encryption of entity X

PrEX Private key for encryption of entity X

PbEX Public key for encryption of entity X

CSX Certificate for signature of entity X

PrSX Private signature key of entity X

PbSX Public signature verification key for entity X

Fi Frame in clear text to be exchanged between agent and manager
after C&A function

HMAC(Fi,SA) Message authentication code of frame Fi using key SA

C&A(Fi,S,SA) = [S{Fi},
HMAC(S{Fi},SA)]

Frame i exchanged between an agent and a manager,
using session key S for encryption and

session key SA for authentication

d Medical measurement(s)

D d concatenated with identification or authentication strings

DS(D,PrSX) Digital signature of frame D performed by entity X

ID(X) In case of devices, this is the EUI-64.
In case of users, this is the PersonID

FP(D,X) =
[ID(X),DS(D,PrSX)]

Fingerprint of frame D performed by entity X.
It includes the identity (ID) of X and its DS

StAi Symmetric key i for encryption of data to be stored in an agent

StMi Symmetric key i for encryption of data to be stored in a manager

RFID-T Radio Frequency Identification Token

BC Bar code

SC Smart Card
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1. Introduction

The healthcare model is evolving from hospital-centered care to a user/patient-centered paradigm [1, 2],

enabled by the parallel advances in information and communication technologies. Health and fitness mon-

itoring, independent living or remote disease monitoring and follow-up are some examples of innovative

user/patient-centered static and mobile health applications [3] within the context of eHealth and mHealth.

These applications use personal health devices (PHDs) and/or wearable sensors to gather biomedical mea-

surements of the user in different locations (e.g. at home, in hospital, in daily journeys), which sometimes

are accessed only by the user (to consult his/her health status) but often also by healthcare systems (e.g. to

trigger alarms at abnormal values) or by some expert in charge of the user’s follow-up. Certainly, these ap-

plications help to improve the health management of people, and the spread of powerful mobile devices and

networks (e.g. 4G) foster their fast deployment [4]. Nonetheless, two important concerns must be addressed

before considering eHealth and mHealth as key enablers of healthcare systems. First, achieving the highest

possible interoperability level [5] among PHDs and healthcare systems, so that the measurements gathered

by the former can be seamlessly integrated in healthcare workflows, making them available for authorized

systems and experts anytime. Second, enforcing a continuous protection of the gathered measurements is

required to prevent unauthorized accesses, which may result in social and professional damage for the users.

There is also a need to address the issues of data forgery, corruption and loss, which may cause misdiagnosis,

poor treatments or erroneous research outcomes.

Regarding the syntactic and (to some extent) semantic interoperability among PHDs (e.g. pulse oxime-

ters, blood pressure monitors, weighing scales) and aggregator devices, a robust technical solution is ad-

dressed within the ISO/IEEE 11073 (X73PHD) family of standards [6], which define the landscape of

transport-independent eHealth/mHealth applications and specify data exchange, data representation, and

terminology for communication. Additionally, the Integrating the Healthcare Enterprise (IHE) [7] initiative

promotes a model for pragmatic interoperability among healthcare systems by developing technical guidelines

(IHE profiles) that coordinate the use of well established standards —e.g. DICOM [8] for medical imag-

ing and HL7 [9] for medical messaging. Moreover, IHE defines the Rosetta Terminology Mapping profile,

which enables the interpretation of X73PHD terminology —and thus, measurements acquired by X73PHD-

compliant devices— in IHE systems, such as Personal and Electronic Health Records (PHR, EHR), alarm

systems or Clinical Decision Support Systems (CDSS). Although setting up a X73PHD-IHE framework
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sharing a common terminology is already feasible, it would lack continuity in security and privacy —given

that X73PHD is very limited in this respect— and it would also lack specifications about the IHE profiles

—apart from Rosetta— required to implement different eHealth/mHealth applications. As a first approach,

one could envision that different existing security measures could be applied to each individual X73PHD

framework; however, implementing security directly within the standard — thereby becoming an integral

part of it — would greatly facilitate the deployment of secure frameworks in an efficient and homogeneous

manner.

Therefore, the enhancement of X73PHD through the most appropriate IHE profiles is the main goal

of this paper. The proposed solution is a flexible structure that provides features tailored to the needs of

each eHealth/mHealth application —e.g. the identification of users to enable the sharing of PHDs and/or

aggregators with privacy, the protection of the communications or the compliance with the IHE profiles

implemented by EHRs and CDSS. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the

materials of this research, which include an overview of X73PHD and IHE and of related works; and Section

3 the methods developed, which include a risk assessment of the X73PHD architecture and the proposal of

an IHE-based security extension of this protocol. Section 4 depicts in detail the implications of the suggested

proposal on the X73PHD models and on certain IHE profiles. In addition, it discusses the security of the

X73PHD extension and evaluates its impact on its architecture —evaluated by means of a study of overhead

and delays— and on its surrounding framework. Finally, the main conclusions from this research are drawn

in Section 5.

2. Materials

This section introduces an overview of X73PHD and IHE, and works related with the topic of this

research.

2.1. X73PHD and IHE overview

The ISO/IEEE 11073 is a set of standards aimed at providing interoperability between PHDs (referred to

as “agents” in the X73PHD context) and aggregator devices, usually called “managers” (e.g. smartphones,

personal computers, personal health appliances, maybe smart TVs). The full description of the standard

can be found in the documents published by IEEE, but some overviews have already been published [10, 11].

Along with the definition and evolution of the family of standards, a variety of successful implementations

— in several devices and platforms — have been reported [12, 13, 14]. In a X73PHD architecture (see
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Figure 1: A) Example of a X73PHD-compliant healthcare architecture, B) proposal for a secure X73PHD-IHE
framework based on additive layers intended for different eHealth and mHealth applications.

Figure 1-A) users can take their biomedical measurements with any agent(s), each agent can associate to

only one manager at a time, each manager can associate to several agents simultaneously (to aggregate

their measurements) and there must be an administrator in charge of managing agents and managers. In

a home environment any user can play the role of administrator. Among the ISO/IEEE 11073 family,

it is worth highlighting the 11073-20601TM -2014 Optimized Exchange Protocol. This defines a reference

model based on an object-oriented paradigm that guarantees extensibility and reusability by defining three

different models [10, 11]: Domain Information model (DIM), which characterizes information as a set of

objects; service model, which provides primitives (e.g. Set, Get, Action, Event Reporting) that are sent

between the agent and the manager to exchange data defined in the DIM; and communication model, which

defines the dynamic behavior for each connection by means of a finite state machine (FSM).

Complementarily, there are several agent specializations (ISO/IEEE 11073-104zz). When the collection

of standards is being referenced, the term ISO/IEEE 11073-104zz is used where zz could be any number in

the range from 01 to 99, inclusive. The agent specializations have been grouped in the domains of Disease

Management (zz ∈ [00, 39]) —e.g. glucose meters—, Health and Fitness (zz ∈ [40, 69]) —e.g. cardiovascular

fitness monitors— and Independent Living (zz ∈ [70, 99]) —e.g. medication monitors. It is worth noting
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that while Health, Fitness and Independent Living applications are mainly intended for user self-control of

his/her health condition —which can be based on maintaining a PHR and a supervision by means of an alarm

system—, Disease Management applications usually require some degree of medical supervision —which can

be based on the connection to an EHR, CDSS and/or alarm system. Therefore, these applications demand

integration capabilities and security requirements. X73PHD does not address the former and, regarding the

latter, only a few aspects can be considered as security-related features:

• User identification: The conditional attribute PersonID may be used to differentiate persons. As a

conditional attribute, agents may not support this feature. This attribute is vendor-dependent and is

modeled as a 16-bit unsigned integer. In any case, the process of mapping this ID to a specific person

is outside the scope of the standard.

• Device identification and authentication: In X73PHD, managers are not identified. Agents include the

mandatory attributes System-ID, which is an IEEE EUI-64, and System-Model, which contains the

manufacturer’s name and the manufacturer’s specific model information. Neither of these, however, is

used by X73PHD to complete a mutual agent-manager authentication. They are only used to discern

different agents in a manager and, eventually, to speed up the configuration process of known agents.

Nonetheless, the underlying transport technology may implement its own procedure for secure device

pairing.

• Time coordination: In X73PHD, agents shall implement a way of reporting the time when measure-

ments were taken if the measurements delivered by the agent are not “freshly acquired”. Timestamps

are mandatory when the measurements come from the temporary storage of the agent —the PM-store.

• Encryption: X73PHD does not define any encryption mechanism. However, data may travel encrypted

if such a feature is implemented by the lower layer transport technology.

Furthermore, a healthcare framework (see Figure 1-B) commonly includes manufacturers of agents and/or

managers; certification authorities; and Health Information Systems (HIS) with components such as PHRs,

EHRs, CDSS or alarm systems. IHE is a non-profit organization engaged in improving the way such systems

share information. As a result of its activity, IHE has defined several integration profiles that would solve

most of the security issues of X73PHD and that would improve interoperability with different healthcare

systems:

• Rosetta Terminology Mapping (RTM). This defines a vendor-neutral harmonized mapping for patient
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care device observations based on ISO/IEEE 11073-10101 nomenclature terms and Unified Code for

Units of Measure (UCUM), to facilitate the syntactic —and to some extent semantic— interoperability

between devices and systems.

• Consistent Time (CT). This provides the means to guarantee that the system clocks —also time

stamps and authentication logs— of the devices in a network are synchronized.

• Device Enterprise Communications (DEC). This profile —dependent on CT— enables consistent com-

munication between a Patient Care Device and other systems, such as CDSS or EHRs. This commu-

nication may include physiological data (e.g. heart rate, patient weight), point-of-care laboratory tests

(e.g. home blood glucose tests), continuous data (e.g. electrocardiograms (ECGs)) —but without ad-

dressing real-time operation—, patient information and contextual data. The current profile does not

address issues of privacy, security and confidentiality associated with cross-enterprise communication

of personal measurements. However, it strongly recommends the implementation of IHE compliant

transactions for automated acquisition of patient ID credentials —e.g. by means of bar codes (BC)

or radio frequency identification tokens (RFID-T)— since this is considered a key process in medical

device communication and reporting for reducing errors, increasing user safety and enhancing device

and drug effectiveness.

• Alert Communication Management (ACM). This profile —an extension of DEC— permits a Patient

Care Device to send the notification of an alert to a portable device. This alert may be a physiological

alarm (e.g. heart rate out of the safe range for a patient) for a caregiver, a technical alert (e.g. ECG

leads off the patient) or advisories not related with an alarm.

• Waveform Content Module (WCM). This profile —optional for DEC and ACM— provides the se-

mantics and the data structure (based on the IEEE 11073 Domain Information Model) to enable the

transmission of waveforms acquired by Patient Care Devices (e.g. electrocardiograms) to the IHE ac-

tors involved in the DEC and ACM profiles. These waveforms can be provided as bounded waveforms,

snapshots associated with a diagnostic encounter or with an alarm event; or as continuous waveforms

to be used for remote real-time monitoring.

• Audit Trail and Node Authentication (ATNA). This profile —dependent on CT— enforces personal

health information integrity, confidentiality and user accountability by implementing local user authen-

tication in the nodes of the health IT infrastructure (e.g. based on username and password, biometrics,
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smart cards or magnetic cards), connection authentication between communicating nodes and audit

trails

• Cross-Enterprise Document Sharing (XDS). This profile —dependent on ATNA and CT— provides

standard-based means for managing the sharing of documents between any healthcare organization.

• Enterprise User Authentication (EUA). This profile —dependent on CT— enables centralized user

authentication management —compliant with ATNA— and provides users with reliable and fast single

sign-on, which can be based on passwords, tokens, smart-cards and biometrics.

• Patient Identifier Cross Referencing (PIX). This profile —dependent on CT— provides interoperability

when cross-referencing patients among different systems.

• Basic Patient Privacy Consents (BPPC). This profile —a supplement of XDS— permits patient pri-

vacy consent(s) to be recorded so that patients can selectively control the access to their healthcare

information, and defines a mechanism to enforce this policy.

2.2. Related publications

To the best of our knowledge, four publications address to differing extents the enhancement of X73PHD

security. [15, 16] implement and discuss modified agent-manager association procedures, based on mutual

challenge-response authentication —a certificate-based authentication method cannot be implemented since

the agent has no direct means to check the validity of a certificate. The former uses the RSA2048 algorithm to

perform digital signatures —to timestamped challenges—, which introduces high overheads, and implements

the USB Personal Healthcare Device Class for secure transmission. The latter derives a biometric key from

the user fingerprint, obtaining an insufficient 80% success rate. The third approach, [17], focuses on low-

powered PHDs. It proposes either including the sending date and time in the initial association frame of

X73PHD and encrypting it partially —to hinder replay attacks and obtain certain privacy—, or encrypting

the whole message and attaching an authentication code —for integrity control. Nonetheless, several forms

of attack could still thrive —e.g. user impersonation or device hacking. The fourth approach, [18], handles

both agent-manager authentication and encryption by means of a complex architecture, relying on either

Device Profile Web Services —for hospitalary and domiciliary setups— or the Bluetooth Health Device

Profile —for high-mobility scenarios. This proposal includes global IDs for medical devices, the involvement

of authorities beyond the manager, the administration of many cryptographic keys and the attachment of

timestamps to verify their validity. However, it does not analyze the implications of this proposal on the
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X73PHD models and on its framework, and it lacks details for an implementation based on the proposal.

Moreover, none of these four works is grounded on a thorough risk assessment of X73PHD or consider

coordinating this standard with certain IHE profiles (see Section 2.1), which would increase the usefulness

of PHDs within the healthcare ecosystem. On the other hand, [19] addresses the latter issue, but without

proposing any specific security enhancement for the X73PHD and presenting a unique solution that limits

the communications of X73PHD-compliant devices to PHR systems only.

3. Methods

This section describes the methods developed in this research, comprising an assessment of the risks of

the X73PHD architecture (Section 3.1), a cost-effective layered structure to provide support to the X73PHD

domains and cope with the security and integration needs of different eHealth and mHealth applications

(Section 3.2), a proposal of appropriate IHE profiles to implement each layer (Section 3.3), its translation

into detailed modifications of the X73PHD models and its framework (Section 3.4) and a study of optimal

algorithms to implement the cryptographic functions that would enhance the security of X73PHD (Section

3.5).

3.1. Risk assessment

The X73PHD architecture, illustrated in Figure 1-A, involves several entities that need to cooperate in

order to acquire and transmit the biomedical measurements of the user. Although the transport technologies

used to communicate between agent and manager may implement security, there is uncertainty about the

actual identities of the user, agent and manager. This extends to a lack of reliability about the provenance

and integrity of commands and data transmitted along this framework. Various threats may cause loss,

corruption or theft of the measurements, thus endangering the health and the privacy of the user. To address

these issues, the hot spots in X73PHD architectures based on the current version of the standard —which

may optionally implement means to identify the user and/or rely on secure transport technologies— shall

first be analyzed. The following potential risks have been compiled from a couple of reference publications on

the matter; [20] covers the topic of security in e-governance whereas [21] specifically deals with the eHealth

scenario.

• Users: If the agent does not support the personID attribute, it is hard or impossible to differentiate the

measurements of different users. When this attribute is supported, simple methods to distinguish users

(e.g. a push button, a keyboard) do not authenticate them. Even if some user authentication method is
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implemented, an attacker may try to impersonate users by using open sessions or stolen credentials —

e.g. shoulder surfing users’ passwords, stealing the user access token, faking the biometric recognition

of the victim. If the purpose is causing denial-of-service (DoS), introducing wrong passwords several

times might be enough. Finally, those measurements of the user acquired outside the hospital and not

digitally signed may later be repudiated by medical entities.

• Agents: A counterfeit/hacked medical device may forward the gathered measurements and/or the

user identity credentials to an unauthorized manager. Besides, if the agent stores the measurements

provisionally (e.g. in the case that the connection with the manager is temporarily unavailable), an

attacker may attempt to establish a local access to retrieve them —from the disk or from the RAM

memory. A third possible misconduct, which may affect the user follow-up, is to reprogram the device

to deliver fake measurements when using it. Finally, in setups with several agents and managers (e.g.

hospitals), an agent may wrongly send the measurements of a user to a manager that was not intended

to receive them.

• Agent-manager communication: This is especially sensitive in the case of wireless technologies because

of the easy access to the physical medium, which brings several opportunities to attackers. First, they

may attempt to inject their own commands in the agent-manager communication and eavesdrop the

exchanged frames to obtain measurements. If the communication relies on a secure transport technol-

ogy, frames are encrypted and authenticated. Cracking the keys used for encryption, authentication

or signature usually requires a very significant effort, but less so when the keys are too short, used

over long periods of time or for several purposes (e.g. encryption and signature). In the absence of

counters or timestamps, attackers may perform replay attacks to inject encrypted frames that have

been eavesdropped and it is known that correspond to certain commands. Another possibility is to

perform a man-in-the-middle attack: the attacker associates with the agent and manager, even nego-

tiating encryption with each one, to inject commands and obtain measurements without restrictions.

On the other hand, injection of noise can be used to disturb the communications and cause DoS.

• Manager(s): A counterfeit/illegitimate manager may attempt to associate to one or several agents to

obtain both measurements that they store and measurements that they will acquire in future sessions.

Besides, a legitimate manager temporarily storing measurements may also be a target of hacking

attacks (e.g. code injection) to corrupt those data, or to steal the data via local access —from the disk

or from the RAM memory. Finally, it must be guaranteed that the access to the acquired measurements
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is limited to authorized users (e.g. the physicians that supervise a patient) and systems.

3.2. Additive, layered structure

The eHealth and mHealth applications for which X73PHD is currently intended to provide support

—grouped in the domains of Health and Fitness, Independent Living and Disease Management— require

different levels of security and interoperability with healthcare systems (see Section 2.1). Furthermore, in a

real-world market, users expect to have a choice ranging from cheap devices (intended only for basic home

monitoring) to increasingly more expensive devices (those which include more dynamic and secure uses).

An additive, layered approach is thus a reasonable and cost-effective manner of providing varying enhanced

security and interoperability levels for different mHealth applications in a gradual manner. The following

bottom-up layered structure would provide a specific solution for the applications of the different domains

—and its associated X73PHD agent specializations, see Section 2.1— within a general policy.

• Layers 0.x — intended for simple applications (e.g. basic monitoring) not requiring integration with

PHRs, EHRs, alert managers or CDSS —and thus with low security demands.

– Layer 0 — to be used when taking health measurements in cabled setups.

– Layer 0.5 — to be used when taking health measurements in wireless setups.

• Layers 1.x — intended for applications which may require integration with PHR systems and alert

managers (typically belonging to the domains of Health, Fitness and Independent Living) — and thus

with medium-high security demands.

– Layer 1.0 — to be used when users own their personal devices/equipment.

– Layer 1.5 — to be used when users share the devices/equipment.

• Layers 2.x — intended for applications which may require integration with EHR systems, alert man-

agers or CDSS (typically belonging to the Disease Management domain) —and thus with high-very

high security demands.

– Layer 2.0 — oriented to patient emergency monitoring and in-hospital care.

– Layer 2.5 — intended for patient remote monitoring, follow-up and laboratory tests.

It is worth noting that the security measures and interoperability capabilities of each layer have been

fixed by the authors. The examples of assignation of specific mHealth domains to the Layers, however,
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Table 1: IHE profiles to be created (dark gray) and implemented (light gray) for the enhancement of security and
interoperability with healthcare systems in X73PHD-compliant frameworks
````````````Layers

IHE profiles
SDO: RTM CT DEC: + RFID-T or BC + SC ACM WCM ATNA XDS EUA: PIX BPPC

CBA SRC SEC UID CMA MV UDS SST RFID-T or SC

Layer 2.5 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

Layer 2.0 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

Layer 1.5 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

Layer 1.0 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

Layer 0.5 !

Layer 0.0

are illustrative. Any user would be able to buy a higher or lower device, according to their needs or the

requirements of the specific domain or scenario.

As depicted in Figure 1-A-B, the implementation of these layers would not conflict with the already-

existing interoperability between agents and managers, since a manager would still be able to associate and

operate with one or more agents simultaneously. The only restriction added is that the layer established

for an application needs to be supported by the user, agent(s) and manager involved in the measurements

acquisition session. To give an example, if the user uses an identification method which is valid up to

Layer 2.0, the agent is compliant up to Layer 1.5 and the manager is compliant up to Layer 2.5, they

can all work together using up to Layer 1.5 —therefore, this setup would not be appropriate for Disease

Management applications. It is also worth noting that there would be five different ways of accessing the

measurements in the manager. In Layers 1.0+, the administrator —that is the user in Layer 1.0— would

be able to access all the measurements any time and the automated online processes (e.g. warnings if some

measurement is abnormal) as they reach the manager —after validating and decrypting them. Besides, each

user would be able to directly access his/her stored measurements whereas authorized professionals (e.g.

trainers, physicians) would be able to access the measurements of certain users for professional use (e.g.

training monitoring, follow-up of a patient). Additionally, in Layers 2.0+ automated offline processes (e.g.

monthly analysis of measurements) would be able to access protected measurements stored in the manager

after it associates with the agent(s) that acquired them.

3.3. IHE profiles in each layer

A proposal for the implementation of the layers depicted in Section 3.2 by means of the IHE profiles

introduced in Section 2.1 is summarized in Table 1. The entities of the X73PHD-IHE framework that

implement each of these profiles are illustrated in Figure 1 —they are connected by arrows labelled with

the profile name. In the first place, it is worth highlighting that there is a need for a new IHE profile,

tightly bound to ISO/IEEE 11073-20601 and called Secure Device Observation (SDO), whose main aim
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Figure 2: Illustration of a successful first connection between an agent and a manager in Layer 2.5 of the extended
X73PHD.
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is providing appropriate levels of security in the agent-manager association, configuration and operation

to enable the secure acquisition of user measurements (DEC), alerts (ACM) and waveforms (WCM). The

security countermeasures defined by SDO, intended to prevent the risks analyzed in Section 3.1, may be

divided into challenge-based agent-manager authentication —CBA, enhancing the proposals in [15, 16, 18]—

, secure setting and renewal of cryptographic elements (SRC, to hinder key stealing and/or cracking), secure

communications (SEC, encrypted and authenticated), user ID capture (UID, to be attached with the user’s

measurements to prevent its loss), controlled measurements acquisition (CMA, to prevent user impersonation

and acquisition of measurements by unauthorized agents and/or managers), measurements verification (MV,

to check that they come from a rightful agent), user’s digital signature (UDS, to be attached with the user’s

measurements to prevent their repudiation by medical entities that did not acquired them), and secure

standard storage (SST, to hinder the stealing of measurements or their corruption by means of local access).

Regarding already-defined IHE profiles, Layers 1.0+ implement RTM, CT, DEC, ACM and WCM manda-

torily since they are essential for supporting the communication of online measurements —in a comprehensive

format— and alarms sent from the manager to healthcare systems (and/or to a PHR stored in the manager,

based on HL7 PHMR). Layers 1.5+ also add the use of RFID-T or BC (in the agent) to capture the per-

sonID of the user whose measurements are to be acquired, ATNA and XDS so that both online and offline

measurements (coordinated by DEC/WCM instead of by XDS in the former case) can be transferred with

security to healthcare systems. In addition to this, Layers 2.0+ implement three profiles related with the

medical context, PIX to enable patient cross-referencing (e.g. in case a user has several identifiers), EUA

to enable single sign-on authentication —using a RFID-T or a SC— and BPPC to record and apply the

consent of the patient to the authorization policies. Finally, Layer 2.5+ includes the use of SC in the agent,

so that these devices can attach digital signatures of the user to his/her measurements, preventing their

repudiation when they are acquired out of the hospital.

3.4. Suggested modifications in the X73PHD-IHE framework

This section depicts in greater detail the extended X73PHD-IHE framework and also the role of the

entities involved in the implementation of the IHE profiles included in the different layers —see Section 3.3.

Focusing first on the enhancement of the X73PHD architecture, the series of steps proposed to carry out this

task —by including compliance with the SDO, DEC, ACM, WCM and RTM profiles— are defined in Table

2, and related with the layer(s) that implement it and with the corresponding IHE profile(s). Furthermore,

an example with the steps of the first connection between an agent and a manager in Layer 2.5 is included in

Figure 2. Regarding the peripheral processes that integrate the X73PHD-IHE framework, the manufacturing
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and initial configuration of the devices are addressed in Table 2, and the local consultation of measurements

and the forwarding to the appropriate healthcare systems —according to the illustration in Figure 1— are

guaranteed through the implementation of the IHE profiles listed in Section 2.1 in the manner described

below.

• CT : The manager shall connect, as time client, to a NTP/SNTP server to obtain the current time.

• DEC and WCM : The manager shall act as the Device Observation Reporter, which forwards the

acquired measurements to Device Observation Consumers, such as PHR, EHR or CDSS, by means of

a subscription mechanism that enables their filtering by means of Device Observation Filtering actors.

• ACM and WCM : The manager shall act as the Alert Reporter —whose alerts may have their origin

in the agent— communicating with an Alert Manager which notifies Alert Communicator(s) such as

the smartphone of the administrator —e.g. for advisories regarding security issues—, or nurses and

next of kin —for physiological and technical alarms.

• ATNA: The manager and the healthcare systems (e.g. PHR, EHR, CDSS, alert system) shall im-

plement a secure node, so that they can authenticate users and authorize them to consult stored

measurements. The events of acquisition of measurements —as they reach the manager, PHR, EHR,

CDSS or alert system— and access of users to them are recorded in an audit repository to which these

entities connect to.

• XDS and BPPC : When the manager stores the measurements acquired by agents as documents, it

may become a XDS-compliant Document Source for PHR and EHR systems that shall implement

a Document Repository for persistent, secure and reliable storage. Both PHR and EHR systems

may implement a Document Registry to facilitate easier retrieval of these documents for Document

Consumers (e.g. a CDSS). BPPC shall be implemented by XDS actors to implement policies of

private access based on user consent, that is to say, a type of access to personal biomedical data that

is constrained by the consent of the user.

• EUA: The manager shall act as a Client Authentication Agent, which connects to a centralized Ker-

beros Authentication Server of the HIS to get user authentication —based on either RFID-T or SC—

and service tickets, enabling further kerberized secure communications. In addition, a specific system

filters any meaningful command that a malicious user may try to introduce as a password through the

Authentication Agent.
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• PIX : The HIS takes the role of Patient Identity Source —providing patient identity feed based on the

users demographic data and on his/her personID (e.g. extracted from RFID-T, BC or SC), which is

registered as patientID—, and also the role of PIX Manager —in charge of the cross-referencing— and

the entities with access to user measurements (e.g. PHRs, EHRs, CDSS, alert systems) shall act as

PIX Consumers —for homogeneous referencing.

3.5. Suggested algorithms for the SDO profile

Various alternatives are available for performing the cryptographic functions required by the IHE profile

(SDO) proposed to extend the security of ISO/IEEE 11073-20601 —see Table 2. Those showing the best

balance between security, complexity, overhead and free availability of the algorithm will be recommended.

To assess security we follow the recommendations of the NIST [22] about long term use (> year 2030) and

crypto periods (time span during which a key is authorized for use), and give priority to algorithms not

usually implemented by the transport technologies. This practice, implementing the same cryptographic

functions at different levels with different algorithms, minimizes the risk of attacks based on the vulnerability

of some specific algorithm. The time complexity of the candidate algorithms [23] is estimated in cycles per

operation (e.g. digital signature) or cycles per byte (e.g. in encryption), which is directly related with

energy consumption and with delays, two major issues in BAN/PAN architectures [24]. With respect to

space complexity, it is estimated by means of the overheads introduced, regarded as a fixed amount of bytes

when calculating security items (challenge, hash, HMAC, DS or FP) and an estimation (half block length)

when performing encryption, since the latter case is due to the addition of padding bytes to fit the cipher

block length. It is worth noting that the overhead introduced by the algorithms will also have an impact on

the energy consumption and delays of the architecture that implements them (due to the transmission of

extra bytes) and hence on the demand of more powerful processors to enable real-time transmission. Finally,

it is checked whether the algorithm is standard, under any restricting license, and if there are reliable free

implementations available. This proposal includes the following:

• Symmetric encryption: Twofish [25], which is a suitable supplement to the Advanced Encryption

Standard (AES [22]), usually implemented by secure transport technologies. This algorithm, designed

by Bruce Schneier, was in fact one of the five finalists to become the AES [26], together with MARS,

RC6 [27], Rijndael (chosen) and Serpent [28]. It can be considered very secure (third most voted after

Rjindael and Serpent) and pretty fast (29.4 cycles/B), although slower than Rijndael (28.6 cycles/B)

and RC6 (17.3 cycles/B). Regarding overheads, the three produce the same since their block size and
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Table 2: Steps for a successful first connection between an agent and a manager in the extended X73PHD

Step Layer(s)Entity Action(s) IHE profile(s)

State: processes of device(s) manufacturing and initial configuration (related to X73PHD framework)

1 1.5+ Mf Providing the agent with a BC reader and a passive RFID sensor, and each user with a BC or RFID-T —e.g. as bracelets, as personal cards. SDO, DEC, ACM
2.0+ Providing the manager with a RFID sensor and a SC reader EUA
2.5 Providing the agent with a port that enables the attachment of a SC reader with its corresponding keypad. SDO, DEC, ACM

2 1.0+ Mf Generating, signing and holding the CEA and CSA certs of the agent. These contain the agent’s EUI-64, and respectively, its public encryption
key, PbEA, or its public signature verification key, PbSA. CEA and CSA are stored in a public repository and their paired private keys, PrEA and

PrSA, are stored inside the agent.

SDO:SEC

3 1.0+ Mf Repeating the actions of step 2 in the manager —if off-the-shelf— with CEM (only in Layers 2.0+) and CSM. SDO:SEC
Ad Repeating the actions of step 2 in the manager —if not off-the-shelf— with CEM (only in Layers 2.0+) and CSM.

4 1.0+ Ad Installing the admin’s CEAd and CSAd certs, bundled with their password-protected private key, in the manager. SDO:SEC
5 1.0+ Ad Based on the consent of the users, implementing a XACML-based policy setting which users (e.g. trainers, physicians) can access the

measurements of others (e.g. clients, patients) after authentication (with password in Layer 1.0, with RFID-T/SC in Layers 1.5+).
EUA, ATNA, BPPC,

SDO:SST
1.5+ Configuring the manager to establish the RFID-T/BC of the users from which it is allowed to receive measurements. SDO:CMA
2.5+ Storing a copy of the public encryption cert (CEU) of the users from which it is allowed to receive measurements. SDO:CMA

6 0.5+ Ad Pairing/associating agent and manager with authentication (e.g. PIN, passkey, NFC) if the chosen transport technology supports it. SDO:SEC
State: associating with authentication process (related to X73PHD standard)

7 1.0+ A Negotiating a security layer and launching its EUI (the manager may have requested it) together with a fresh challenge, Ch1.
Signing this frame, x, with PrSA —to enable further verification— and sending it to the manager.

SDO:CBA

8 1.0+ M, A The manager receives the frame and checks whether the security layer is supported. If it is not supported, the agent will attempt to establish an
association with lower security requirements in s24. If the proposed security is supported, the manager consults its association table to check if

there has been previous association to that EUI. If so, the manager knows MK and goes to step 14 —unless if frame x contains a request to renew
some key or cert.

SDO:CBA

9 1.0+ M Sending a frame to the agent’s manufacturer, including the administrator’s certificates CEAd, CSAd and x (from s7), concatenated with the
admin’s fingerprint. To obtain the fingerprint, the admin is required to manually introduce the password of his/her private signature key, PrSAd.

SDO:SRC

10 1.0+ Mf Verifying the fingerprint of y and the signature of x, and also that CSAd corresponds to the buyer of that agent. SDO:SRC
11 1.0+ Mf Sending its certificate CSMf, the agent’s certificates CSA and CEA and MK signed by the manufacturer. If x (from s7) contained a renewal

request —which happens with a periodicity of 1-3 years—, both the old and the new key/cert requested will be attached and digitally signed.
This entire frame is encrypted with the corresponding admin’s public encryption key, PbEAd.

SDO:SRC

12 1.0+ M Decrypting the frame by using PrEAd. Then, verifying the certs by means of CRL or OCSP. If they are not valid, rejecting the connection —by
means of a frame in s24— and instructing the admin to contact the agent’s manufacturer. Otherwise, PbMf, PbSA and PbEA are obtained.

SDO:SRC, ACM

13 1.0+ M Using PbMf to verify DS(MK,Mf), both decrypted in the previous step. If it is valid, obtaining MK. SDO:CBA-SRC
14 1.0+ M Using PbSA to verify the signature of frame x (from step 7). If it is valid, obtaining the challenge Ch1 and generating its own fresh challenge, Ch2. SDO:CBA
15 1.0+ M If x (from s7) contained a renewal request —which happens with a periodicity of 1-3 years—, sending to the agent both the old and the new

key/cert requested and its digital signature —by the manufacturer—, all encrypted with its public encryption key, PbEA.
SDO:SRC

16 1.0+ A Decrypting the frame with its private decryption key, PrEA. Next, checking that the signature of the frame is valid and that the old cert/key is
correct.

SDO:SRC

17 1.0+ A Accepting or rejecting the update of the key/cert (based on the previous step) by means of a frame sent to the manager.
Destroying the old key/cert in case of acceptance and sending a warning message to the admin otherwise.

SDO:SRC, ACM

18 1.0+ M Sending an authentication frame, composed of PbEA{Ch2} and h(Ch1 + h(Ch2) + h(MK)), to the agent. SDO:CBA
19 1.0+ A Decrypting Ch2 by using PrEA. Using it, Ch1 and MK to check that the received h(Ch1+h(Ch2)+h(MK)) is valid.

Authenticating the manager if the verification is successful.
SDO:CBA

20 1.0+ A Calculating h(h(Ch1)+Ch2+h(MK)) and sending it to the manager. SDO:CBA
21 1.0+ M Authenticating the agent if the verification of the frame received is successful. SDO:CBA
22 1.0+ M Confirming the authentication to the agent, by sending the frame h(Ch1+Ch2+h(MK)). SDO:CBA
23 1.0+ A, M Deriving session keys for encryption, S = h(MK + Ch1) + Ch2, and authentication, SA = h(MK+ Ch2) + Ch1. SDO:SRC-SEC
24 1.0+ A, M Aborting the connection if the certs of the agent are not valid (s12) or to negotiating a lower security layer that both agent and manager support

(s8). The frames exchanged between agent and manager from here on are encrypted and authenticated.
SDO:CBA-SRC

State: configuring process (related to X73PHD standard)

25 1.0+ A Sending the frame Fi, encrypted with S, to establish the further transmission of measurements. This frame is concatenated with a Hash Message
Authentication Code, HMAC(S{Fi}, SA), dependent on both the encrypted frame, and on the session key for authentication SA. The resulting

frame, [S{Fi}, HMAC(S{Fi}, SA)], is denoted as C&A(Fi, S, SA), named after “Ciphering & Authentication”.

SDO:SEC

26 1.0+ M Using SA to verify the HMAC of Fi. If it is valid, then the manager deciphers the frame with S and interprets it. This process, inverse to that in
s25, is denoted as Ch&D(C&A(Fi, S, SA)) named after “Checking HMAC & Deciphering”.

SDO:SEC

27 1.0+ M Sending the frame C&A(Fj, S, SA) to continue with the configuration process. SDO:SEC
28 1.0+ A Using SA to verify the HMAC of Fj. SDO:SEC

Steps 25-28 may be repeated several times, until all configuration frames have been exchanged.
State: data measurement and transmission processes (related to X73PHD standard and its framework)

29 1.5-
2.0

U Swiping his/her RFID-T/BC through the passive sensor of the agent. SDO:UID,
DEC:RFID-T or BC

2.5 Inserting his/her SC in the slot of the agent and introducing his/her PIN/password. SDO:UID, DEC:SC
30 2.0+ A Applying C&A() to a frame Fi = h(PersonID) and sending C&A(Fi, S, SA) in order to find out if the manager knows the user corresponding to

h(PersonID).
SDO:CMA

31 1.5+ M Applying Ch&D() to the received frame and obtaining Fi = h(PersonID). SDO:CMA
1.5+ Checking that the admin had configured a PersonID whose hash is precisely the received h(PersonID).

Otherwise, requesting the admin to do it now. If he/she does nothing, rejecting the association.
SDO:CMA

ACM
2.5 Checking that the admin had stored the public certificate whose PersonID hash is precisely the received h(PersonID).

Otherwise, requesting the admin to do it now. If he/she does nothing, rejecting the association.
SDO:CMA

ACM
1.5+ If the connection has not been rejected, checking the state of the ID credentials of that user (enabled or disabled).

If it is disabled, sending a warning message to both the user and the admin.
SDO:CMA

ACM
32 1.5+ M Sending C&A([PersonID, state], S, SA) to the agent. SDO:CMA
33 1.5+ A Calculating Ch&D(C&A([PersonID, state], S, SA)). Subsequently, checking that the PersonID of the user identified in the agent matches the

PersonID received from the manager. If the state of the credentials is disabled, the acquisition session is not started, go back to step 29
SDO:CMA, ACM

34 0+ U Taking his/her measurements “d” by means of the agent. DEC, WCM
1.5+ A Logging off the user 10-seconds after he/she takes his/her last measurement. SDO:CMA
0+ A Going back to step 29 to begin a new acquisition session —unless agent and manager were disassociated for some reason. SDO:CMA

35 1.5-
2.0

A Adding the PersonID, provided by his/her RFID-T or BC, to d. D= [d, PersonID]. SDO:UID, DEC:
RFID-T or BC, WCM

2.5 Adding the user’s fingerprint, provided by his/her SC, to d. D= [d, FP(d, U)]. SDO:UID-UDS,
DEC:SC, WCM

36 1.0+ A If it does not know the user (checked in step 31), generating a symmetric key for storage, StAi, calculating and storing StAi{D} and PbEM{StAi}
in the PM-Store. Next, wiping properly the variables and buffers storing the plain D and StAi, and going back to step 29.

SDO:SST

37 2.0+ A Adding its own fingerprint to D, D=[D, FP(D,A)] SDO:MV, DEC, WCM
38 1.0+ A Sending C&A(D,S,SA) to the manager. SDO:SEC, DEC, WCM
39 1.0+ M Calculating Ch&D(C&A(D,S,SA)). SDO:SEC, DEC, WCM
40 2.0+ M Verifying the agent’s fingerprint in D with its associated public signature verification key, PbSA. If it is not valid, refusing D. SDO:MV, DEC, WCM
41 2.5 M Verifying the user’s fingerprint in D, with its associated public signature verification key, PbSU. If it is not valid, refusing D. SDO:MV, DEC, WCM
42 2.0+ A If steps s38 or s39 fail, getting notified and storing D in the PM-store, as in step 33 —the data rejected.

Instructing the admin to check the certificates CSA and CSU, and rejecting the association.
ACM

43 1.0+ M Mapping the acquired measurements D for its representation with IHE-harmonized syntax and semantics. RTM, DEC, WCM
44 1.0+ M The measurements D are readily available for applications that need to process them online (e.g. real-time displaying).
45 1.0+ M Generation of physiological alarms, if the value(s) of D are far out of a healthy range (e.g. systolic blood pressure ≥ 180 mmHg, the user did not

take several pills of his/her medications), and also technical alarms, if the values of D are inconsistent (e.g. constant zero).
ACM, WCM

46 1.0+ M Secure standard storage of D: SDO:SST
Creation of a symmetric key StMi for encrypting StMi{D} of D.

Storage of StMi{D} in a HL7 Personal Healthcare Monitoring Report (PHMR).
Wiping properly the variables and buffers storing the plain D and StMi.

The securely stored D are available for those users authorized by the XACML policy —implemented in step 5— after an authentication process
that will filter any attempt of code injection.
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key length are equally set to 128 bits. The main advantage of Twofish over RC6 is that the former

has not been patented and has a reference implementation in the public domain. Symmetric master

keys (MK) will be renewed every year. Symmetric keys for encrypting frames, S, will be renewed

every session and symmetric keys for encrypting stored data have a single use. If Twofish were to be

compromised in the future, we would recommend Serpent as a replacement.

• Asymmetric encryption: RSA2048 [29] is the algorithm recommended for the exchange of master

secrets, which supplements DH/ECDH [30], implemented by most secure transport technologies. RSA

and elGamal [31] are the alternatives, the former is preferred for being standard and less similar to

DH. Nonetheless, RSA2048 introduces more overheads than ECDH (block length 2048 bits vs 256) and

performs more slowly (11.41 Mcycles vs 5.17). Asymmetric encryption keys will be renewed every 1–2

years. If RSA were to be compromised in the future, we would recommend elGamal as a replacement.

• Challenges generation: The standardized SHA-512 [32], which produces longer challenges (512 bits)

than other hash functions and ciphers, and thus reduces the possibilities of repetitions. Besides,

it does not imply extra overheads since challenges are protected with RSA2048, resulting in 2048

bits regardless of the fact that the initial length is less. Another advantage is its performance (17.7

cycles/B), very close to the fastest cipher (RC6, 17.3 cycles/B). To obtain a challenge, a secret seed

stored in the device is concatenated with the current time (at its maximum resolution) and hashed. If

SHA-512 were to be compromised in the future, we would recommend Whirlpool [33] as a replacement.

• Hashing: RIPEMD-256 [34], which performs faster (11.1 cycles/B) than other reference functions such

as SHA-256 [32] (15.8 cycles/B) or Whirlpool (30.5 cycles/B). RIPEMD-256 and SHA-256 introduce

less overhead than Whirlpool [33] (512 bits), fulfilling the recommendation of the NIST (256 bits).

Although Tiger operates faster (8.1 cycles/B), its key length (192 bits) is not secure enough. RIPEMD-

256 will never be patented and reference implementations can be found in the public domain. If

RIPEMD-256 were to be compromised in the future, we would recommend Whirlpool as a replacement.

• HMAC with counter: The standardized Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA)-1 [35] is sufficient to implement

these codes, since they do not need to be as secure as regular hashes. Part of the original content, a

key SA, is unknown to the attacker, which minimizes the odds of finding collisions. Among the SHA

family of standards, SHA-1 is the fastest (11.9 cycles/B) and most compact (160 bits). The counter is

a 2-byte number, used to avoid a replay attack by re-sending frames gathered from the current session.

SA will be renewed every session.
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• Digital signature, fingerprints and certificates: The standardized Elliptic Curve Digital Signature

Algorithm (ECDSA) 256 [36], which performs signature-verification slightly faster (3.92-6.56 Mcycles)

than the other two algorithms authorized by the NIST, DSA [37] and RSA [29] with 2048-bit key

length. DSA was replaced by ECDSA because the latter operates with smaller numbers, and thus it is

hard to find implementations of DSA supporting 2048 bits. On the other hand, RSA2048 has a similar

overall performance (11.06-0.29 Mcycles), but ECDSA produces a much shorter signature (512 bits vs

2048) with a roughly similar security level. Digital signature keys will be renewed every 1–3 years. If

ECDSA were to be compromised in the future, we would recommend DSA as a replacement.

4. Results and Discussion

This section analyzes the implications that the proposals in Section 3 would have for X73PHD (Section

4.1) and for IHE (Section 4.2). In addition, the performance of the X73PHD extension is evaluated by

analyzing the countermeasures that each security layer implements against different threats (Section 4.3)

and also by measuring the impact that each layer produces on the X73PHD architecture, in terms of overhead

and delays, and on its surrounding framework (Section 4.4). Finally, the potential limitations of this proposal

are summarized in Section 4.5.

4.1. Implications for X73PHD

The implications that the proposal suggested in Section 3.4 would have for X73PHD can be seen through

the modifications involving its service, communication and domain information models. This is mainly

illustrated in Table 3 —service model and, eventually, DIM— and Figure 3 —communication model and,

incidentally, service model. The four columns on the left in Table 3 show the four modified and four newly-

created frames to meet the proposals suggested in Section 3.4. The modified frames and attributes are

shown in shaded cells, while the newly created ones appear in unshaded cells. Additionally, an explanation

of the frame or attribute can be found in the second to the right column, which is linked to the proposals in

Section 3.4. The layers involved in every modification are shown in the far right column. A few of them are

required only in Layers 2 and 2.5. Regarding the —MDER [6]— data types of the attributes, those with a

fixed numeric value —indicated between brackets— are INT-U16, and the rest of them —hashes, HMACs,

FingerPrints, etc.— are OCTET STRING. The types CHOICE and SEQUENCE (concatenation) are used

to represent the combination of two or more attributes.

Similarly, a complementary illustration of the implications is provided in Figure 3. The figure shows a

conveniently modified FSM of both agents and managers. Thus, it includes the existing states frames and
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Figure 3: Proposed FSM for both agents and managers, including the state frames and attributes existing in the
current approved version of X73PHD, along with the newly suggested sub-state (authenticating sub-state) and the
new frames and attributes.
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Table 3: Generic structures (lightly shaded cells), modified (shaded cells) and newly created (unshaded cells) frames
and attributes in the extended X73PHD

Frame Sub-Frame
(level 1)

Sub-Frame
(level 2)

Sub-Frame
(level 3)

Additional information Security
Layers

AarqApdu PhdAssociationInformation ProtocolVersion protocol-version4(3) This bit shall be set if the extended version of 11073-20601 is supported. 0+

option list RegCertDataList It is recommended adding auth-body-IHE(3) to the AuthBody compliance list. 0+

Layer This indicates the layer of the extended version of 11073-20601. 0+

zero(0) 0+

zero-and-a-half(1) 0+

one(2) 0+

one-and-a-half(3) 0+

two(4) 0+

two-and-a-half(5) 0+

RenewalRequest Request to renew z, the master key and/or certain certificates, {MK, CEA, CSA, CSMf}. 1+

MasterKey(0) 1+

AgentEncryptionCert(1) 1+

AgentSignatureCert(2) 1+

ManufacturerSignatureCert(3) 1+

Challenge 1 This is the agent-to-manager challenge, Ch1. 1+

DigitalSignature Signature by the agent, DS(PhdAssociationInformation, PrSA). 1+

RerqApdu This is a manager-to-agent frame, encrypted with the public encr. key of the agent, PbEA. 1+

Renewal{MasterKey,
AgentEncryptionCert,
AgentSignatureCert,

ManufacturerSignatureCert}

[z old, z].

Purpose: updating an old key/certificate with a new one.

1+

DigitalSignature Signature by the manufacturer, DS(Renewal{...}, PrSMf). 1+

RereApdu This is an agent-to-manager frame. 1+

ResultRenewal{MasterKey,
AgentEncryptionCert,
AgentSignatureCert,

ManufacturerSignatureCert}

accepted h([z old, z]). Purpose: to approve the update of a key/cert. 1+

rejected-unmatching-{key/cert} h([z, z old]). Purpose: to reject the update of a key/cert, z, because the value of the current key/cert in
RerqApdu, z old, was not correct.

1+

rejected-invalid-signature h([z, z old, z old]). Purpose: to reject the update of the key/cert because the signature in RerqApdu
was invalid.

1+

AucApdu AuthenticationChallenge This is a manager-to-agent frame. It contains the manager-to-agent protected challenge, PbEA{Ch2},
concatenated with h(Ch1+h(Ch2)+h(MK)).

Purpose: to allow the agent verify that the manager knows MK.

1+

AurApdu This could be both an agent-to-manager and a manager-to-agent frame. 1+

AuthenticationResponseAgent This is an agent-to-manager frame, based on hashes to hinder its manipulation. 1+

accepted h(h(Ch1)+Ch2+h(MK)). Purpose: to verify positively AucApdu. 1+

rejected-unmatching-hash h(h(Ch1)+h(Ch2)+h(MK)). Purpose: to indicate that AucApdu does not match the value calculated
by the agent.

1+

AuthenticationResponseManager This is a manager-to-agent frame, based on hashes to hinder its manipulation. 1+

accepted h(Ch2+1+h(MK)). Purpose: to verify AuthenticationResponseAgent positively. 1+

rejected-unmatching-hash h(Ch2+2+h(MK)). Purpose: to indicate that AuthenticationResponseAgent does not match the value
calculated by the manager.

1+

AareApdu AssociateResult Encrypted with session key S if Layer requires so. 1+

rejected-unsupported-layer(9) 1+

rejected-invalid-certificate(10) 1+

HMAC HMAC(AssociateResult, SA).
Purpose: to authenticate AssociateResult.

1+

RlrqApdu ReleaseRequestReason ReleaseRequestReason travels encrypted with session key S if Layer requires so. 1+

person-unknown(3) This could be both an agent-to-manager and a manager-to-agent frame.
Purpose: it is sent by the manager when it does not know the person to whom the data pertain, and by

the agent when it checks that the manager does not know that person.

2+

invalid-agent-fingerprint(4) This is a manager-to-agent frame. Purpose: to indicate that the agent’s fingerprint is invalid. 2+

invalid-user-fingerprint(5) This is a manager-to-agent frame. Purpose: to indicate that the the user’s fingerprint is invalid. 2.5

HMAC HMAC(ReleaseRequestReason, SA). 1+

PrstApdu DataApdu DataApdu travels encrypted with session key S if Layer requires so. 1+

Message personID If Layer ≤1.0, this is the PersonID as defined in 11073-20601TM -2014 (16b).
If 1.5 ≤ Layer ≤ 2.0, then PersonID takes the same value as the EUI-64 RFID-T/BC (64b).

If Layer == 2.5, then PersonID is the Subject Unique Identifier of the X.509 CU (64b).

1+

knownPerson This is the hash of PersonID in agent-to-manager frames and PersonID otherwise. 2+

FingerPrint This is necessary if measurement data are present inside the frame. 2+

Counter and HMAC HMAC(DataApdu, SA). 1+
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attributes, along with the newly suggested sub-state (authenticating), and the new frames and attributes.

The links between the new frames and the steps (noted as sX and suggested in Table 2) are also shown in

Figure 3. To differentiate existing and newly proposed states, frames and attributes, the latter are written

in italics.

The creation of additional DIM attributes supporting the new security features could be useful for better

modeling of PHDs. However, this is not imperative because not all transmitted information is modeled in the

DIM. For example, within the PhdAssociationInformation frame, there is the ProtocolVersion information

which is used to communicate acceptable X73PHD versions. ProtocolVersion is not modeled in the DIM,

even though it provides information of what the agent is. The newly proposed Layer provides comparable

information and therefore, according to the DIM definition it could be incorporated to the DIM but not

necessarily. Similarly, in the PhdAssociationInformation frame, the RenewalRequest —defining requests to

update some important keys or certificates— and the Challenge 1 could be added to the DIM if a new,

security-enhanced version of the standard were to be created, but not compulsorily.

4.2. Implications for IHE and its profiles

The main implication is the suggestion of SDO (see Sections 3.3-3.5), a new IHE profile which would

belong to the PCD domain and which would enable a standardized and secure communication in the first

segment of DEC (alone or combined with WCM) —from the PCD to the Device Observation Reporter—

and ACM (alone or combined with WCM) profiles —from the Alarm Source to the Alarm Aggregator—,

which are currently not detailed. The hypothetical integration of SDO in IHE would imply the addition of

new advisories in ACM, related with security issues —e.g. invalid certificate, unauthorized user trying to

take his/her measurements— and would open up the possibility of recommending the use of the enhanced

—SDO-compliant— version of ISO/IEEE 11073 in implementations of DEC, ACM and WCM.

4.3. Security analysis

The security analysis is depicted in detail in Table 4. Columns 1–2 summarize the risk assessment of the

X73PHD architecture —as described in Section 3.1— and columns 3–4 the measures against those threats

depending on the layer implemented —based on the proposal described in Sections 3.4-3.5. Table 4 shows

that the preexisting Layer 0 implements no security and that the preexisting Layer 0.5 puts emphasis only

on the secure pairing of devices (which on the other hand might be counterfeits or have been hacked) and

on secure wireless communications between them. Layers 1.0+ add security measures to both agent and

manager to detect counterfeiting, to impede hacking and undue local access to measurements, and new
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countermeasures for private and authenticated communications. Layers 1.5+ include the possibility that

several users share agents and managers with privacy, by means of secure identification/authentication with

BC/RFID tokens or smart-cards, passwords, automatized user log-off, remote activation/deactivation of

identification credentials and checking that the user is known by the manager before he/she takes his/her

measurements. In addition, these layers also implement audit trails of measurements acquisition, trans-

mission (e.g. to EHR systems) and access to guarantee data traceability and user accountability. Layers

2.0+ add mandatory timestamps and fingerprints in the measurements for a strengthened verification in

the manager. Finally, Layer 2.5 improves the identification of users in the agent (by requiring a smartcard

and a password), and includes the digital signature of the user in his/her measurements to prevent their

repudiation.

The chosen algorithms, their key sizes and crypto periods are considered secure until 2030, regardless of

the layer. Furthermore, the key management policy (described in Section 3.4) is oriented towards Perfect

Forward Secrecy. This implies that in the unlikely case that a session key is cracked, the damage is confined to

that session and the attacker will only be able to read those frames (if he/she discovers S) or to authenticate

forged frames (if he/she discovers SA). To minimize the likelihood that the master key is discovered, it

is used only to derive session keys that protect the transmission of frames. But even if at some point an

attacker discovers MK and some session keys, frames exchanged in previous sessions will be safe since session

keys are derived from MK and another random secret, Ch2, which is protected by the public key of the

agent. Finally, the measurements from an acquisition session are protected with symmetric keys of single

use protected with asymmetric cryptography.

4.4. Impact on the X73PHD architecture and on its framework

This is evaluated in Table 5 by means of three reference examples, carefully chosen to cover a broad

range of information transmission cases when using X73PHD. They have very different frame sizes —which

affects the relative overhead— and may require real-time transmission —which is influenced by delays:

• Case 1: sending a discrete measurement, a weight represented with a frame of 36 bytes.

• Case 2: sending a continuous signal, a 3-lead ECG divided into 1-second blocks, sampled at 200 Hz

and represented with 16 bits per sample. That is to say, blocks of 9600 bits. It is worth noting that

this is a concrete —although rather common— set of parameters for ambulatory ECGs. Nonetheless,

ECGs may range from a few seconds —e.g. 10 seconds in a resting ECG test— to several hours —e.g.

in a Holter test. Regardless of their duration, the analysis of the features in the transmission of the
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Table 4: Analysis of risks in the architecture of the extended X73PHD according to the layer implemented

Hot
spot

Threats Countermeasures Layer
0

Layer
0.5

Layer
1.0

Layer
1.5

Layer
2.0

Layer
2.5

U
S
E

R

User impersonation by
credential theft or no request

of identification/authentication
credentials

Use of physical tokens for user identification/authentication ! ! !

Use of an additional password for user identification in the agent !

Use of an additional password for user authentication in the manager Op. Op.

Remote activation/deactivation of identification credentials —used in the agent— and user warnings ! ! !

User impersonation by using
open sessions

User log-off 10s after taking user measurements ! ! !

DoS by wrong user
identification in the agent

BC/RFID token requested ! ! !

Smartcard requested !

Repudiation of user
measurements

Including the PersonID attribute with all the measurements ! ! !

Including a digital signature of the user in his/her meas. !

Including a timestamp with meas. from agent’s PM-store ! ! ! ! ! !

Extending the timestamp to freshly acquired measurement ! !

A
G

E
N

T

Device counterfeiting
Device certificate, signed by manufacturer, requested ! ! ! !

Authentication by manager ! ! ! !

Device hacking to deliver
wrong measurements

Fingerprints in measurements ! !

Manager verifies fingerprints ! !

Data theft by local access
Asymmetric encryption of the PM-store: decryption possible only in the manager ! ! ! !

Proper wiping of critical variables/buffers ! ! ! !

Sending measurements to a
wrong manager

Checking if the user is known by the manager ! ! !

A
G

E
N

T
-M

A
N

A
G

E
R

Injection of commands
Secure transport ! Op. Op. Op. Op.

Frames with HMACs ! ! ! !

Cracking of
cryptographic keys

Use of secure algorithms, complementary to those of the secure transport layer ! ! ! !

Key sizes recommended by NIST ! ! ! !

Keys are renewed (and the previous ones are destroyed) before expiration or if they are revoked ! ! ! !

Perfect Forward Secrecy ! ! ! !

Eavesdropping
Secure transport ! Op. Op. Op. Op.

Frames encryption ! ! ! !

Replay attack

Secure transport ! Op. Op. Op. Op.

Fresh challenges ! ! ! !

Counter in frames ! ! ! !

Man in the middle attack
Secure device pairing (PIN, PBC, NFC, etc.) ! Op. Op. Op. Op.

Agent-manager authentication ! ! ! !

DoS by injecting noise
HMACs and retrials ! ! ! !

Report to admin, secure storage of meas. in PM-store ! ! ! !

M
A

N
A

G
E

R

Counterfeiting to associate to
a rightful agent

Admin and agent’s manufacturer authorization requested to operate as manager. ! ! ! !

If ad-hoc device, cert. requested —signed by its manufacturer ! !

Authentication by agent ! ! ! !

Hacking to corrupt the
measurements

Audit trails of measurements acquisition, transmission and access ! ! !

Data theft by local access
Single-use keys and asymmetric encryption of measurements: authenticators required for decryption ! ! ! !

Proper wiping of critical variables/buffers ! ! ! !

Access of authorized users to
unintended measurements

Role-based access control: regular users, professionals, admin,
automatized online and offline applications

! ! !

Injection of malicious codes Command filtering in the authentication system ! ! !
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Table 5: Absolute and relative overhead and delay of the new and modified frames proposed above

Frame(s) Entity Case Original size (b) Absolute overhead (b) Relative overhead Delay (Mcycles)

s7, s8 A, M 1-3 54 16+64+512+512=1104 20.44 3.92

s14, s18 M 1-3 — 2048+256=2304 — 6.86

s19-s20 A 1-3 — 256 — 11.12

s21-s22 M 1-3 48 256-48=208 4.33 >0.01

s23 A, M 1-3 — — — > 0.01

s25/s27 A/M 1-3 var ≈ 128/2+176=240 var >0.01

s26/s28 M/A 1-3 — — — >0.01

s30 A 1-3 — 256+176=432 — >0.01

s31-32 M 1-3 26 128-26+176=278 10.69 >0.01

s33 A 1-3 — — — >0.01

s35-s41, s46
— Layer 2.5 —

A, M 1, 2, 3 x= 288, 9600, 516096 1424, 1456, 1456
— ceil( (x+2·(64+512)+64)/128 )·128+176-x —

4.94, 0.15, >0.01 22.73, 22.86, 29.95

s35-s40, s46
— Layer 2.0 —

A, M 1, 2, 3 Idem 912, 944, 944
— ceil( (x+2·64+512+64)/128 )·128+176-x —

3.17, 0.10, >0.01 12.25, 12.38, 19.47

s35, s38, s39,
s46

— Layer 1.5 —

A, M 1, 2, 3 Idem 272, 304, 304
— ceil((x+64)/128)·128+176-x —

0.94, 0.03, >0.01 0.89, 1.02, 8.11

s35, s39, s46
— Layer 1.0 —

A, M 1, 2, 3 Idem 272, 176, 176
— ceil(x/128)·128+176-x —

0.94, 0.02, >0.01 0.31, 0.44, 7.53

security-enhanced signals at global scale is the same as per each individual signal block when real-time

transmission is guaranteed [38]. Therefore, it is necessary to obtain an estimation of the computational

power required to guarantee real-time operation.

• Case 3: sending measurement(s) in a frame whose size is the maximum allowed in X73PHD (63

KBytes). In this case, there is no real-time transmission involved. It consists of one large frame being

transmitted in one go. It is worth noting that this is an extreme case.

The proposed extension of the protocol consists of 46 steps, described in Section 3.4. Nonetheless, only

16 of these steps introduce some overhead or delay, which are calculated based on the data given in Section

3.5. The results in Table 5 show that the maximum overhead introduced by one step is 2304 bits. Although

this can be considered as high (in relative terms) when the original frame is short (e.g. s7), it is almost

negligible when protecting ECG signals or long measurements for transmission (Layers 1.0–2.5, cases 2 and

3). It is also worth noting that the relative overhead grows significantly with the layer when protecting short

measurements (Layers 1.0–2.5, case 1), varying from 0.94 in Layer 1 to 4.94 in Layer 2.5. This is mainly due

to the addition of the fingerprints of the user (s35) and the agent (s37). Regarding delays, each operation

has either a fixed delay (a certain amount of cycles) or a variable delay, which depends on the input data size

(e.g. in encryption). The latter is calculated by multiplying the speed of the operation and the data size.

Some steps involve two or more sequential operations —e.g. those denoted as C&A()— and in that case
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their individual delays will be added. Therefore, the cells in the delay column are calculated by summing

the delays produced by all operations involved for each row. It is observed that steps s35-s41 contribute

most to the overall delay, which grows notably with each layer implemented. Short measurements and ECG

signals (cases 1 and 2) obtain similar results (<1 Mcycle in Layers 1.x, about 12 Mcycles in Layer 2.0,

about 23 Mcycles in Layer 2.5), while the same evaluation with the maximum frame size (case 3) obtains

approximately 7 extra Mcycles.

One of the most demanding real-time application that can currently be supported by X73PHD is the

transmission of ECGs, as in our case 2. Table 5 shows an associated delay of 22.86 Mcycles when implement-

ing Layer 2.5, the most secure and complex, to protect the ECG block and access it. On the other hand,

real-time ECG applications usually require that the overall delay, starting when the acquisition of the block

begins and finishing when the block can be interpreted, is approximately ≤ 2s [38]. Since the block length

is 1s, there is 1s (disregarding the transmission delay) to execute 22.86 Mcycles in real-time. Assuming that

the transport technology introduces low/moderate overhead and that it is able to transmit the protected

ECG block (11056 bits) with a negligible delay, it is enough that the agent and the manager operate at

approximately 23 MHz. If the manager features a much faster processor (e.g. >1 GHz), which is very

typical in smartphones or tablets, the requirement for the agent can be dropped to 9 MHz. This happens

because the selected algorithm, ECDSA, performs the signature (in the agent) with fewer operations than

the signature checking (in the manager, which is usually a more powerful device). It is worth noting that,

for these estimations, the authors have assumed a throughput of 1 MIPS/MHz (1 million instructions per

second per megahertz), which is a reasonable ratio in off-the-shelf 8-bit microcontrollers (e.g. the Atmel

ATmega328). We have chosen a simple 8-bit microcontroller as reference for the following reasons: a) an

8-bit microcontroller is powerful enough to run an X73PHD agent [39, 40], b) manufacturers of medical

devices look for cost-effective implementations, and c) by choosing an 8-bit architecture for the estimations,

we are positioned in a scenario with limited processor capability (considering the current state-of-art), i.e.

if the architecture is changed (e.g. a manager running in a mobile phone, which has for example an ARM

Cortex micro, which is a much more powerful processor), the processor would have a larger MIPS/MHz

throughput, which implies the capability of executing more instructions per clock cycle, and so the situation

would be more favorable.

Regarding the impact of the X73PHD extension on its framework, a simple initial setup is required. As

detailed in Section 3.4, an administrator installs his/her certificate in the manager (s4) and implements a

XACML-based privacy policy setting out which users are authorized to take and/or consult measurements
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(s5). He/she may also pair/associate the agent and the manager with the most secure method implemented

by the transport technology (s6). In addition to this, certain layers of the enhanced X73PHD —see Table

1— demand items to identify/authenticate users —which requires extra hardware—, the implementation

of reliable PHRs in the manager and the implementation of IHE profiles to enable communications with

healthcare systems. Nevertheless, the proposed enhancement of X73PHD does not hamper the automatic

verification, access and processing of the acquired measurements and it would facilitate its integration with

PHRs, EHRs and CDSS, and the triggering of alarms at abnormal values. Furthermore, when an authorized

user accesses this data with his/her regular software, additional information about its associated features

(layer, validity of timestamps and fingerprints) may be displayed.

With respect to the agent implementation, the authors would suggest a programming language featuring

a reduced computational load, such as ANSI C. It is worth noting that the delays presented in Table 5

have been calculated based on the results of [23], a speed benchmark of cryptographic algorithms coded in

C++. Nevertheless, the programming language choice for the agent implementation falls directly on the

developer (or the manufacturer), who would assume the inherent trade-off between scalability/easiness and

computational efficiency. Managers, on the other hand, could be developed using a different programming

language —e.g. Java in an Android-based manager. Java has the advantages of being highly portable and

abstract but it is —generally speaking— less computationally efficient. However, since managers are, at the

same time, more powerful devices, their performance would not be greatly affected.

4.5. Potential limitations and future work

Although the proposal presented herein has several advantages over the regular non-extended standard,

there are also some challenging caveats to be considered. In the first place, it is necessary to keep track of

the discovery of potential vulnerabilities in the security algorithms implemented, so that the compromised

algorithms can be replaced with the second options proposed in Section 3.5 (or by new, more secure algo-

rithms that might be created in the future). Also, users of the system have to be appropriately trained in

security practices, e.g. choice of strong passwords, remote activation/deactivation of identification creden-

tials. Additionally, a reference software implementation –which has not been carried out at the moment of

writing— would be useful for testing purposes. In fact, a pilot evaluation comprising a variety of poten-

tial users (e.g. fitness enthusiasts, elderly people, hospital patients, physicians and systems administrators)

would certainly be a reliable source for learning valuable lessons about the possible technical enhancements

and potential social issues (e.g. reluctance to use personal authentication means) as well as the benefits of

deploying and using this security framework in daily practice. Moreover, it would be mandatory to keep
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track of new versions of the standards and norms on which our proposal relies. Should a new version of

the X73PHD standard or the IHE profiles be published, this security proposal must be revised to guarantee

flawless adaptation to them. Finally, since there is ongoing work towards the inclusion of remote control in

X73PHD devices [41], it would be mandatory to review this eventual final document for two main reasons.

First, it is necessary to check whether the new remote control feature compromises the security framework

proposal. If so, the proposal must be modified to cover the new potential security breaches. Second, the new

feature could be used to extend the security framework so that administrators can send security commands

to PHDs (e.g. force the device to use 256-bit key size —instead of 128-bit— in symmetric encryption, so

that all devices comply with an eventual new recommendation of NIST, without the need for physical access

to the device to update it).

5. Conclusions

This work has analyzed the built-in security features of the X73PHD standard and its potential exten-

sibility to enhance its levels of security and interoperability with healthcare systems —PHRs, EHRs, alert

managers and/or CDSS— according to the needs of its application domains —Disease Management, Health

and Fitness and Independent Living. A bottom-up layered-based model has been proposed to adapt to those

needs while constraining complexity and expenditure (cost of hardware, delays, overhead). Each layer adds

the most suitable IHE profiles to be implemented and translates them into modifications of the X73PHD.

The modification that this extension produces in the three models defining X73PHD can be considered

as moderate. No attributes have been added to the DIM; four new frames have been added to the service

model, and another four have been extended with new sub-frames (most of them common to all layers);

and only one new sub-state, ‘Authenticating’, has been added in the communication model. Furthermore,

the enhanced X73PHD architecture can be considered lightweight since an agent with a simple 9 MHz

processor (assuming a throughput of 1 MIPS/MHz) can implement the top layer and transmit a 3-lead ECG

in real-time to a manager with a one-core processor at 1 GHz (also assuming the same throughput). With

respect to its surrounding framework, an administrator performs an initial configuration of the agent and the

manager, the users are required to use tokens for identification/authentication when sharing these devices,

and the manager needs to implement several IHE profiles to enable its integration with healthcare systems.

Regarding IHE, the newly proposed SDO profile is intended to improve the level of interoperability with

X73PHD and to facilitate reliable and secure communications from the PCD to the concentrating gateway

in implementations of the DEC, ACM and WCM profiles.
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To conclude, it is worth highlighting that the defining features of X73PHD have been maintained and

enhanced. The agent can persistently store the acquired measurements with security; the manager can

establish associations with different agents at the same time, by negotiating differentiated layers, and it can

also communicate with PHRs, EHRs, alert managers and CDSS; the manager is able to access and process

all the information without human intervention and also to show authorized users additional information

regarding security and interoperability features. Therefore, it can be concluded that this proposal of en-

hancing the security of X73PHD and its interoperability with IHE may have a positive impact on healthcare

delivery solutions based on this standard.
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